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Halachic Aspects of Family Planning
Rabbi Herschel Schachter
In order to be certain that our Journal falls well within the
parameters of the halacha, it was decided from the outset that all
articles published herein would receive the scrutiny of Gedolei
Yisroel.
In a discussion last year with one of the outstanding Roshei
Yeshiva regarding certain articles for inclusion in the Journal. we
were strongly urged by him to print an article on M'niat
HaHerayon (Birth Control). Not only did this Codal request this
article, but he also specifically requested that it include all Heterim
available. His feeling was that it is important for people to have
knowledge, so that they will be able to approach their Rov for
advice.
The Edit.>r

Introduction
The halacha forbids public lectures on matters of Gilui
Arayot, for fear that some of those attending such Drashot will
misunderstand the fine points of the law and do forbidden acts
thinking that they are permissible.' Many years ago, Rabbi
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Feinstein ruled in a responsum 2 that the issue of family planning is
included under the broad heading of Arayot, and therefore may not
be treated in journals available to the public.
Nevertheless, over the past twenty years this topic has been
dealt with at length in both public forums and popular journals. Its
treatment, unfortunately, has been less than satisfactory, with
presentations often being incomplete and inaccurate. Several
Gedolim felt that a new halachic paper on this subject in English
wouJd be appropriate, and it is upon their insistence that this paper
is being written.
The halachic issue involved in family planning touch on many
areas; this paper will introduce the reader to these various areas,
without attempting to exhaust the halachic discussion involved.
It should be stressed that this essay is not intended to be a
source of practical halacha; each family situation is different, and
questions must be referred to a qualified Rabbinic authority.

Piryah V'rivyah
With the'words "Pru U'rvu," the Torah charges every Jewish
male to be fruitful and multiply. The exact number of children one
must have in order to fulfill the mitzvah is debated among the
Tannaim, with the accepted view being that of Bais Hillel, who
require at least one son and one daughter.) According to the
Talmud Yerushalmi. Bais Hillel actually agrees with Bais Shammai.
that even one who has two sons has fulfilled his obligation. The
mitzvah, says the Yerushalmi. consists of having either two sons or
a son and a daughter. The Talmud Bavli, however, dearly
disagrees, and its opinion is accepted by the Shu/chan Aruch,
which lists a son and a daughter as the minimum requirement. t
But it is not sufficient to have given birth to these two
children. They themselves must be capable of having offspring. s
2. Igrol MO$he, Even Hotzrr VoL 1, pg. 163.
3. Yevamot 61b.
4. Shu/chan ATueh, Even Hatler (1, 5). St(', howtver, Avnei Neur (Enn Hotl.er, 1
and Choshen Mishpat, 127) who tends to acCtpt the opinion of the YtTU5halmi,

based on a pltSsage in the Zohar.
5. Even Hatzer (1, 5).
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Therefore, if they should die before having had children of their
own, it will turn out retroactively that their father has not fulfilled
his o~ligation of P'ru U'rvU6.
Underlying the mitzvah is the idea that every male Jew should
participate, at least partially, in the perpetuation of Klal Yisroel.'
This, however, was not· always the rationale. Until Mattan Torah,
P'ru U'rvu was required of all nations.- At that time, the nature of
the mitzvah clearly was to personally participate in the
perpetuation of the human race.' Since Ma'amad H"r Sinai, the
6. Yevamot 62a.
1. The Talmud (ibid.) slat~ that a converl who his hid non-Jewish l:hildren before
l:onverting, has thereby fulfilled the mitzYlh of Piryllh V'rivYllh. When Ihe
Rlmbam quol~ this Slakment of Rlbbi Yochanan (Ishus 15, 6) he qualifi~ Ihe
hllac:ha: The converl only has fulfilled. his miltvah provided the children converl
as well. The Mllgid Mi1hllll points out thallhis condition is obvious since today,
Ifler Mllltllll Tetllh, Ihe miltvah no longer is 10 perpetuate Ihe human race, hUI
ralher to ptrpetuatt Klal Yisroel.
It is wilh this undersllnding of the mittvlh in mind Ihal Stveral
contemporary Cede/im hIVe poinled out Ihat in our particular generation, with
such a large portion of Ihe Jewish ptOple having bftn annihilated during the war
years, it is more important than ever for couples to hive larger families, in order
to help perpetuate Klal Yisroel. (See Cht/kllt YIl'llkov Vol. 3, no. 62.)
8. Mishllth l.Ilmdtch (Melal:him 10,1). This is nOI in accordanl:e with the opinion
of Maharsha (Sanhedrin 59B) thaI both before and after Mllttlm TOrllh, this
miuvah did nol apply to olher nalions. S« I'\vllti Nutr (Even Hoeur, 19) for I
discussion of this point.
9. According to the Bach (beginning of Hikhot Swkkah), whenever the Torah
commands us to perform a mitzvah and explicitly giv~ the reason, we can only
fulfill it if the performanct of Ihe acl of Ihe mitzvah (mll'QSth hllmitzVQh) is
accompanied by l(lIlJDl1ll (intention) for the renon given. According to Rabbi
Hersh Meleeh Shlpiro of Dinov (Dtttch Piklldtcha pg. 39), Iht miltv"h of
Piryah Vrivyllh is ont such mitzvah, IS tht Torah tKplicitly spells out its ruson
(Bertishis 1:28): tht prt!ltrvalion of mankind.
One could argue with Rav Htrsch Meleeh's analysis, b"sed on the Gcmara
mentioned above: Until Mllltlll1 Torllh, one can argue, the mitzvah applied to all
nallons, and tht nllure of tht mittvah wn indttd 10 preserve mlnkind. But after
Milt/an TOtIlN, Ihe nature of Ihe mitzvah shifled. When G-d commanded Iht
Jewish men that .. they lI'lust III rtturn 10 thtir wivt!l" (Dtvorim 5, 21). no ruson
was mtnlioned. It can be argued that Ihis verse, which ciles no relSon, is the
basis of our obstrvation of the mitzvah loday, and tht reason given in Breishis the perpetuation of .mankind - is no longer Iht true ralionale of tht mittvah.
Thl"refore, tht mitzvah of PiryaN V'rivYIlN would not fall into the category of
milzvot described bv the &ch, whert the ruson for tht mitzvah is specified.
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nature of the mitzvah has changed: it now applies only to the
Jewish people and consists of perpetuating Klal Yisroel.
If one is physically unable to have children, some Poskirn feel
that the act of adopting a boy and a girl and raising them as Jews
can serve as a secondary form of fulfilling the mitzvah. tO This view
is based upon the Talmudic statement that "the Torah considers
one who raises another's child as if he himself had given birth to
that child."11 The Talmud obviously does not mean to say that a
non-Jewish child can become a Kohen, Levi or Yisroel in this
manner; the remark is limited, rather, to the mitzvah of Piryah
V'rivyah.
The mitzvah of Peu U'rvu is considered by the Talmud to be
more important than most other mitzvot. Thus, although one is not
allowed to sell a Sefer Torah, if it will enable someone to marry
and start a family, the sale is permitted. n Likewise, although
ordinarily a Kohen living in Israel may not set foot outside the
land, (the Rabbis having declared Chutl Lo'oretz to be a place of
Turnah,) nevertheless, for the purpose of marrying and raising a
family he may leave. u Furthermore, Pru U'rvu is one of the rare
instances in the Talmud where the Rabbis actually advocate the
commission of a minor sin in order to gain the ability to observe a
very great mitzvah. Tosafot labels Pru U'rvu as a "Mitzvah
Rabbah"14 because it involves the perpetuation of Klal Yisroel.
A couple who decide not to have children are in clear violation
of this most fundamental biblical mitzvah. Moreover, if a wife
refuses to have any children, her husband has the right, and even
the obligation, to divorce her, and he need not pay her Kesuba. u
Since having children is considered one of the essential components
of a marriage - "fin lsha Ella L'Bonirn"l~ the wife, with her

10. Chochmat SllIomo (of R. Shlomo Kluger) to Even Houer II, I).
11. Sanhedrin 19b.
12. Megillah 27a.

13. Avodah Zarah 1301.
14. Gitlin 41b, and Tosafot.
15. See K'suoos na regarding the wife ,...ho does nol keep her nedarim, and Rosh,

ibid.
16. Lev A,yth (Grossnass), Vol. I, Jl!30 in tht name of R. Boruch Ber Leibowitz.
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refusal. is therefore at fault for the breaking up of conjugal IifeP
and consequently forfeits her monetary privileges.
The same idea is the b~sis of another mishna. If a man
marries, and later discovers that his wife is an Eilonis (unable ever
to bear children). the marriage is considered to have been based on
error, and is null and void with no Get required. ta Thus, the
inability of the wife to have children is considered a great enough
blemish to annul the entire marriage.

Putting Off The Mitzvah
The more common situation confronting us today is not so
much the case of a couple desiring not to have any children at all,
but rather that of 'lhe couple who haven't yet completed their
schooling, or are financially insecure and therfore are interested in
postponing the starting of a family. What is the halacha's opinion
on putting off the fulfillment of a mitzvah for a year or two?
Obviously, with respect to mitzvot like Tefillin and Lulav which
have prescribed times, the person who waits until an entire day
passes has irretrivably lost his opportunity to perform the
particular mitzvah. But regarding Piryah V'rivyah, where the Torah
d,)es not stipulate any time, one might think that the couple who
have their children a year or two later fulfill the same mitzvah as if
they had begun their family at the start of their marriage.
There is a rule governing the performance of all mitzvot that,
as a biblically-derived recommended enhancement of the mitzvah,
one should zealously perform the mitzvah at the earliest
opportunity. This is known as the Hiddur Mitzvah D'oraiso of
Zrizim Makdimin L'Mitzvot. 19 Were this the only issue involved in
delaying the raising of a family, thtre might be ample ground to
allow postponement, based on the consideration of inconvenience.
Because of pressing circumstances we often postpone a Bris or a
Pidyon HaBen to a later hour in the day,IO foregoing this Hiddur
Mitzvah D'oraiso of Zrizim Makdimin.
17. Taanit Jb.
18. Y~vamol zb and Tonfot.
19. Pesachim 4a.
ZO. W~ ar~ assuming that just 15 I bris donf on

th~ ~ighth

dly is I

mor~ ~nhlncftl
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It should be noted, though, that once the designated day for
the mitzvah has passed, with no secondary time having been set by
the Torah, many Poskim rule that it is implicit in the obligation of
the mitzvah that it be taken care of as soon as possible. This is no
longer merely a Hiddur Mitzvah, but rather an essential condition
of the biblical command.
A case illustrating this point is recorded in the responsa of
Rabbi Yechezkel Landau, the Nodah B'Yehudah. In Rabbi
Landau's lime. first-born Jews used to avoid fasting on Erev Pesach
by attending a Seudah of a Bris. Even if no baby were born a week
before Yom Tov, the last boy born during thai season of the year
whose Bris had to be delayed, would have his Bris held over until
Erev Pesach for the benefit of the first born.
The Nodah B'Yehudah u opposed this practice. He pointed oul
that when the Bris cannot be performed on the eighth day proper
for medical reasons and must be delayed, one may nol postpone it
for an additional day unnecessarily. Such a Bds must be performed
on the earliest possible day.
A possible source for the Nodah B'Yehudah's opinion can be
seen from the Gemara in Makkos (13b): If a person
unintentionally violates a commandment whose intentional
transgression carries the punishment of "Kareth," he is required to

mittvah than the bri5 which is postponed, 50 too the pidyon hllben done on the
thirty-fit$1 day constitutes a more enhanced mil2.vah. This is cindy the opinion
of the Gtonim (quoted by Ramban 10 Bl.'Choros 63a) that if the pidyon h",btn is
done after the thirty-first day, the father mun add one-fifth extra. They
obviously feel that just as there is a spl.'Cial mittvah of having the Bris on the
eighth day (bizrtlllno), !Kl too thert is II special mittvah of having the pidyon
hllbtn on the thirty-first day. Other Poskim disagree and feel that tht mil2.vllh
of pidyon hllbtn is rnlly the samt, whether done on the thirty-first day or
afterwards, the only difference being that Zrizim M",kdimin L'mitzvot dictates
that it be done on the earliest possible day. (See Imrei Yoshu, Vol. 2, no. 132.)
This question is a most relevant one in the instance of a baby born on a
Thursday, whose pidyon h"ben should take place on Shabbos. Do __ allow a
pidyon h"ben on Shabbos? If tht thirty-first day is the proper time of the
mitzvah (similar to a mill1h bizmllnl~h, whose time is the eighth day), then it
should be ptrmitted to do the pidyon even on Shabbos. See Orlich Chllim
(339.4); Yo,eh Dellh (305, 11) and Likutf'i Pincho$ (Schwartt).
21. Yoreh Dellh, Vo\. II. no, 166.
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bring a special sin offering (Korbarl Chatas) to the Temple. The
Talmud derives from a verse that this special sacrifice is not
brought by one who unintentionally failed to circumcise himself,
although the sin of not observing Bds Mifah is punishable by
Kareth. The difficulty in understanding this Talmudic passage is
obvious: If we are discussing the bringing of a Karbarl Chatas,
clearly the one bringing it is alive, for no Chatas may be brought
on behalf of a dead person. In that case, how can we say that, by
mistake, this person has not fulfilled the mitzvah of Bris Milah7 As
long as he is alive, he can always rectify the situation by having
the Bris performed upon himself! The simple reading of this
Gemara has led several RishOrlim U to conclude that if one delays
the performance of the Bris Mifah, even if only for a short period
of time, and even though he ultimately does fulfill the mitzvah
later on in life, the mere postponement constitues an act of Situl
HaMitzvah.
If we accept this premise, we might then logically extend it to
apply to all mitzvot with no biblically-specified time of
performance. It would be self-understood that the proper time for
the performance of a mitzvah is the earliest available opportunity,
and one who delays doing a mitzvah, but ultimately does perform
it, has been both m'vatel and m'kayem the mitzvah. Hence it
should follow that if one postpones having a family after already
having had the opportunity, even if he were later to fulfill the
mitzvah, the delay itself would constitute a Situl HaMitzvah.
However, one could still argue that there is a major point of
distinction between these cases. In the situation of Bds Mifah, there
originally was a set time for the mitzvah. Having failed to do the
mitzvah at the proper time, we are obligated to make it up at the
earliest opportunity. But in the case of Piryah V'rivyah, there never
was a fixed time for the mitzvah. Perhaps in such a case the only
problem involved in postponing the mitzvah would be that of
Zrizim Makdimin L'Mitwot.

22. 5« Rambam and Ravad. Hikhot Milah, (I. 2).
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Chazon Ish
Nevertheless, a further complication arises from the Chazon
Ish's interpretation of a Gemara in Moed Katan (7b). The Gemara
there derives from a verse that the mitzvah of Re'iyas Negaim
(showing suspected cases of Zora'as to a Kohen) may be postponed
in certain special cases. The mitzvah of Re'iyas Negaim is similar
to that of Piryah V'rivyah in that both have no biblically-set time
for their performance. The implication of this Gemara is clear: if
not for the special verse, we would not have allowed the
postponing of the mitzvah. The Chazon Ish writes 21 that he is
unsure just what violation such a delay would have constituted.
Does the Gemara mean to say that whereas in other mitzvot we
insist that Zrizim Makdimin L'Mitzvot, here, with respect to
Re'iyas Negaim, the Torah never required Zrizus even as a Hiddur
L'chatchiIah7 Or perhaps the Gemara meant something more
significant - that whenever the Torah requires us to do a mitzvah,
but mentions no specific time, it is understood that the proper time
for the mitzvah is the earliest opportunity, and only with respect to
Re'iyas Negaim has the Torah made an exception.
The Chazon Ish prefers the second interpretation. According
to his opinion, then, a young married man would not be allowed to
postpone the raising of a family, as such a delay would constitute a
bitul of the mitzvah.

Maharam Schick
Another major objection is raised by the Maharam Schick.
Biblically, he writes H , a person need not fear that he will die before
he has a chance to do the mitzvot required of him. But rabbinically
it is ruled that such a fear is in place when a long time interval is
involved. This is the rabbinic principle that "Chaishinon L'miso
L'zmun Merubah. "H A married person who delays having his
23. Commentary 10 lhe end of Negaim.
24. Rl'$ponsa. (ven Houer, no. 1.
25. The Torah allows one to wait until the next Yom Tov to bring the previous
Yom Tov's sacrificl'$ to the Temple. and no fear is exprl'Ssed Ihatlhe individual
may not live that long. But rabbinically WI' do not allow postponement for seven
days or more, n this is considered "Zrrtlll1 merubah."
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family for a year or two would clearly violate this principle; he
must take into account the chance that he may die in the interim
and forever forfeit his opportunity to fulfill the mitzvah. _
But whatever the source of the prohibition be, whether biblical
according to the Chazon Ish or rabbinic according to the Maharam
Schick, the halacha is stated quite clearly, in both the Rambam16
and Shulchan AruchY Postponing the mitzvah of Piryah V'rivyah
is not allowed.
Spacing

If the couple's first pregnancy resulted in a sel of twins, a boy
and a girl, then the husband has fulfilled his mitzvah of Piryah
V'rivyah. However, if only one child is born first, the question
now becomes whether the same two considerations mentioned
previously (of the Chazon Ish and the Maharam Schick) still apply
10 prohibit any delay in having the next child.
Of course, if it is medically feared that the wife may become
ill if she has the second child too soon after the first, there is no
question that one is permitted to postpone fulfilling the mitzvah. It
is a generally-accepted rule18 that one is not obligated to do any
mitzvah that will be hazardous to his health.
However, if the wife is perfectly healthy, and Ihe couple is
interested in delaying having their next child for non-health
reasons, what could possibly be a reason 10 negale the two
considerations mentioned above?
In the collection of Responsa entitled Bnai Bonim,n Rav Yosef
Henkin is quoted as having allowed a wait of even four years or
more between children. According to the suggestion of his
grandson, Rabbi Herzel Henkin, the reason for this lenient decision
runs as follows: In the Talmud we find 30 that a woman may nurse
26. /shus (15, 1).
27. Even Ho'ezer (76, 6).
28. See Shll'lIrei Tuhulnl' to Crach Chaim, chap. 640, end of section S, 19rot Moshe
Crach Chaim, vol. I, no. 172.
29. Jerusalem, 1981, no. 30.
30. Ksubos (60a).
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her child for up to four or even five years. In Talmudic times a
nursing mother would be unable to conceive. Why didn't the
Rabbis forbid this practice of nursing for such an extended period
of time on the grounds that it prevents the husband from fulfilling
his mitzvah of Piryah V'rivyah ealier? Obviously, the answer must
be that since the extra-long period of nursing is beneficial to the
baby, we do not insist upon rushing to do our mitzvot at the
expense of well-being of the child. So, today as well, if the mother
is interested in delaying having her next child so that she will be
able to take better care of her first child, and devote more attention
to him, then the situation might be comparable to a mother nursing
her baby for four years in Talmudic times. If, however, the mother
plans to go to work, or to school during the free time, and is not
delaying having her second child for the benefit of the first child,
then Rabbi Henkin sees no justification for allowing the husband
to delay the fulfillment of his mitzvah.
Others claim that the practice in Lithuania before the war was
to allow for a pause of up to two years between the birth of one
child and the conception of the nexPI The rationale for this time
period seems to be based on the following reasoning: the Talmud
tells USll that a nursing mother does not fully regain her strength
until a full two years after having given birth. Therefore the
nursing mother has a partial status of a Choleh She'ein Bo
Sakonoh - a sick person whose life is not in danger. Whereas with
respect to more serious rabbinic laws we are not lenient on her
behalf, and therefore require the nursing mother to fast on Tisha
B'av and other serious fast days, regarding less serious rabbinical
laws we assign this woman the status of a Cholah, ami allow her to
eat on Shiva Asar B'Tamuz and other minor fast days.JJ
The Talmud in another concept awards the same status to all
mothers who have given birth within the last two years, whether
they are nursing or not. H According to the Maharsham, quoted by

31. Quoted in Igrot Mosht, Even HO'eter voL l. beginning of no. 64.
3Z. Niddah (9a).
33. Tunis (14a); Or03cn Ch03im (550. 1; and 554.5).
34. Niddah (9a). See Igrot Mosht, Yoreh Deah, vol. Ill, PI!:' 287, that this ;s no
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Chief Rabbi Ovadia Yosef in his responsa,35 this is also true,
regarding the woman's status as a semi-Cholah. Hence, he rules,
any woman who has given birth need not fast on minor fast days
for two years, even if she is not nursing. This ruling affirms that a
woman is a partial~Cholah for two years after childbirth.

Chaishinon l'misoh MideRabbanan
Let us return now to the aforementioned principle Chaishinon
L'misoh MideRabbanan: the Rabbis ruled that a person must fulfill
a mitzvah at the earliest opportunity for fear that he might die
unexpectedly and be unable to perform it at a later date. Assuming
that the only problem involved in postponing having a family is
the issue or Chaishinon, as presented by the Maharam Schick, one
might argue that if we were to divide all rabbinic laws into two
general groups of (a) the more serious laws and (b) the lighter
ones, then this principle of Chaishinon L'misoh MideRabban
would belong 10 the second category. The fact that we allow a
Yeshiva student to postpone his marriage in order to advance in his
Torah studies,36 although this means foregoing the rabbinic

longer true today. ObViously Rabbi Feinstein would also not accept the lenient
view of Maharsham regarding fasting on Shiv" AMr BI''Ta'rlw:l.
35. Yecn"veh D"'"5, vol. I. 1#35.
36. Kiddushin (29b). According to the Chuon Ish, that postponing any milzva
constitutes an act of bitwi n"mitzv", we must understand why the yeshiva
student is allowed to delay getting married in order to advance in his Torah
studies.
Perhaps the idea behind this is, that since the whole mitzva of piry"n
v'rivy"n is for the purpose of pt'rpetuating klal yisr(M'1, the ultimate purpose of
which is tnQ.5or15 hll-:[.o,"h, passing Torah from one generation to the ne",t, and
his learning is also for the purpose of perpetuating Torah for klal yisr(M'1, it may
be pennissible to delay mMriage on that ground. Ind«d the gemara tells us
(Sanhedrin 19b) that one who leaches someone else's child Torah is considered
as if he fathered him, In his writings, the Chofetz Chaim urged childless couples
to support yeshivot, in order to have this partial fulfillment of the mir..vah of
piry"h v',ivy"h. And in fact, in a certain sense, those .....ho teach othel'S Touh or
support y'eshivot have fulfilled this milzva of perpetuation of >rm5"O'l'5 h"- Tor"h
in a much greater fashion than others who merely biologically give birth to a
son and a daughlt>r. In the .....ords of the prophet Yeshaya, 56:4.5, "So speaks

15
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principle of Chaishinol1 L'Misoh, would seem to indicate that the
principle is of a less serious nature.
By combining the two assumptions - (a) postponement of the
fulfillment of the mitzvah is a rabbinic law of a lesser degree, and

Hashem to the childless who ,.. support Torah: 'And I shall give them in my
home a
name which shall be gruler than 50ns and daughters.' "
If the yeshiva student Enll that by marrying early his ability to transmit
Torah 10 future generaliol15 will be weakened, then in his situation the mitzvah
of piryllh v',it/y"h would dictat1! postponing marriage for the sake of learning
Torah.
According to the &is Shmuel (~ginning of Even Hoezer) this is the reason

for the delay of this ffiiu:va from the age of 13. the usual age when one becomes
obligated to fulfill all other mitzvot, until the age of 18. If young boys would be
obligated to marry at 13, their ability to transmit Torah to future generation
would be hampered, and the entire goal of this mitzva would be undone. We
wait until the asf' of 18, at which time we assume the young man has already
had a chance to become sufficiently oriented in Torah learning.
In conn!'Ction with this point, it is interesting to nott> that although the
mishna in Avot ('11 P""!1 ']1c) requires that a man marry at 18, the gemara in
Kiddushin mentiol'\S the age of 20 (29b). The
(in .1 m:m1::J) suggests that
perhaps this discrepancy reflects a fundamental dispute the ratltlaim had as to
how long it might take one to develop an approach to Torah learning. In Chulin
24a, the gemara quotes a controversy among the r"tltl"im regarding this point,
whether three years or five years might be required. Since the mishna in Avot
r!'Commends that boys only begin study of Talmud at age of IS, then it should
take either until 18 or 20 to pick up the de,ech h"limud, depending on the
vie~ of the individual ra"nllim.
A complett>ly different approach to this problem is preSE'nted by the N'ziv
(in his commentary to the Sheiltot, S:4) and after him by Rabbi Elehanan
Wasserman (Kovetz Shiurim II, no. 19),Both understand that it is pennitted for
the t,,/mid chachlim to postpone any mitzva, not just priy"h v'rivy"h, if he feels
that observing the mitzva sooner \YOuld interfere with his learning. The gemara
in Meed Katan 9a derives from a p05uk that one should interrupt his Torah
studies only to perform a mitzva which cannot be taken care of by others.
Regarding such mitzvot that can be attended to by others, the tll/mid chachAm is
instructed not 10 interrupt his Torah studies,
Here, although the mitzva of piryllh v'rivyllh cilnnot be perfonned for him
by anyone else, nevertheless the ability to delay the mitzva until a later time
puts it inlo Ihe same category as a mitzva which the III/mid chllchllm need not
do now, and which may be taken care of by others; and the halacha says that in
such a case, the t,,/mid ch"cham need not interrupl his learning, and may rely
on his intt>ntion to perform the mitzva latt>r, just as in the other case he may
rely on others 10 do the mitzva.

""Ill'
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(b) all new mothers within two years of childbirth, whether they
are nursing or not, have the status of Cholah with respect to this
lesser category of rabbinic laws - we may conclude that if a
woman chooses to postpone having her next children for two
years, feeling that she would like to first regain her full strength,
she may do so.
However, if we assume, as the Chazon Ish does, that
postponing the fulfillment of any mitzvah is regarded biblically as
an act of Bitu/ Hamit1.vah, (nullifying the mitzvah) even if one
ultimately does fulfill the mitzvah, then this explanation for
allowing the two-year delay would not be valid.
Despite the two views outlined above, which allow spacing at
either two or four year intervals, Rabbi Moshe Feinstein, in a
responsum,J7 vehemently opposes the practice. He denies that it
was ever the common practice in lithuania to allow up to a twoyear pause.

AI Tanach Yodecha
It is now several years into their marriage, and our couple has
already been blessed with a son and a daughter. What now? The
Talmud tells us JS in the name of Rabbi Yehoshua that even after
one has fulfilled the biblical obligation of Pru. U'rvu., he is still
required to continue to have children in his later years. This idea is
derived from the words of Koheles (11:6) 1Y'1 nK y,t 'i":J:J
:J,)h" v'/oerev 'II tanach Yodecho - 'In the morning
1" n~n
you should plant yOUf seed and in the evening, as well, you should
continue to do the same." The consensus among the Poskim is that
this law of Rabbi Yehoshua is not biblical in nature, but only
rabbinic. J9
According to the Aruch HaShuIchon,40 the Rambam's view is
that 1" nm
:ny" does not constitute an independent rabbinic
mitzvah, but is rather a Hiddur Mitzvah Min Hamuvchar (a very

"K

"N

37.
36.
39.
40.

see above, nore 31.
Yevamot (62bJ.
See S'de; Chemed. lU "PV 01 i»n.
Even HOl.'zer (1, 6).
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desirable- enhancement) of Piryah V'riuyah. Hence it follows, as the
Ramban has pointed out,t! that although one who violates any
rabbinic law is considered wicked (a Rosho) and may be referred 10
by other people as such· 2 , one who refuses to observe this ruling of
Rabbi Yehoshua regarding Lo'ereu al rtmach yodecha would not be
considered a sinner. And although Beth Din could force someone
to get married even if he did not want to, Beth Din would not
force one to observe this mitzvah of having more children than the
minimal two. This principle of Rabbi Yeshoshua is a statement of
the proper mode of behavior (derech eretz) rather than an official
rabbinic enachnent (takkanah).
In fact, the Talmud relates that when the Romans intensified
their religious persecutions against the Jewish people, there was a
popular feeling among the pious Jews that it would be proper for
our nation to refrain from having families. Why bring more Jews
into this world just to be persecuted and prevented from observing
the laws of the Torah? But the Rabbis felt that it would be much
too diHicult to impose such a rabbinic prohibition on all the Jewish
people, and therefore they refrained from instituting this Gezaira
(decree).
Exactly what were the Rabbis thinking of forbidding?
According to Tosafot,44 they never had any thoughts ·of doing
away with the biblical mitzvah of Piryah V'riuyah. Although the
Rabbis do have the authority to require of us that we not perform
biblical mitzvot,·~ nevertheless, any rabbinic decree aimed at
completely abolishing and negating an explicit mitzvah in the
Torah is beyond the scope of their authority.·/> Therefore, Tosafot
explains, the discussion in the Talmud revolved about instituting a
Gezaira that no one should have more than a son and a dc:ughter.
In other words, the Rabbis considered this mitzvah of Lo'Ereu af
Tatlach Yodecha.
41.
42.
43.
44.

Rif, Yevamol (62b).
Shabbos (40.1),
Bava Bathn (60b).
ibid. starli"8 "din", See P'n~i Shlomo.
45. Yevamot (90b).
46. See TlIt, Drach Chaim end of n"!'Jim
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Other Rishonim 41 disagree with Tosafot and interpret the
Gemara according to its literal meaning: The Rabbis were actually
contemplating enacting a GeUlira to completely abolish the mitzvah
of Piryah V'rivyah,
In actuality, however, the Rabbis never did enacl this decree,
As previously mentioned, they felt it would be practically
impossible for the masses to observe such a strict prohibition. "It is
preferable for the people to violate the laws unintentionally rather
than knowingly and on purpose." Based on the terminology used
by the Gemara, there is a minority opinion quoted in Shulchan
Aruch u that runs as follows: Since refraining from having a family
is the more proper thing to do, therefore, any individual who
chooses 10 do so by never marrying at all or by not having more
than the bare minimum of one son and Ol\e daughter (depending
upon the two interpretations mentioned above), should not be
faulted, since he is really acting in the more proper fashion. And
certainly the Beth Din may not fOfce that indivftlual into observing
the mitzvah which he refuses to fulfill.
This opinion of the Mordechai has only been accepted by the
Shulchan Aruch with respect to the inability of the Beth Din 10
enforce the observance of the mitzvah. However, it is assumed by
the majority of the Poskim that since the Rabbis have in fact not
enacted any prohibition against raising a family, large or small.
both of the basic mitzvot, Piryah V'rivyah of biblical origin, and
Lo'Erev al tanach yodecha of rabbinic origin, still remain in full
force, and must be totally and properly observed by all Jewish
men.

Postponing Lo'Ere\!
Our young married couple, who has already had a boy and a
girl, would now like to know if they must have the fest of their
family at the earliest opportunity, or whether they may postpone
fulfillment of the mitzvah of Lo'Erev al tanach yodecha.

47. See Biur Hllgrll 10 Even Ho'eur, Chap. 1. section 10,
48. Even Ho'eur (I,J) in Ramo.
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In response to this question, the Birkai Yosef9 cites a clear
implication from the Rambam that, in this mitzvah, temporary
postponement is allowed provided thai the couple does not plan 10
completely discontinue having children.

Hastening the Coming of Moshiach
According to one opinion in the Talmud,5O the reason for the
mitzvah of Piryah V'rivyalJ is to hasten the coming of Moshiach:
"The son of David will not come until all of the souls in heaven
(in the 'Gun have been born." Every time another child is born to
Klal YisroeL the coming of Moshiach is thereby hastened.
Although this opinion has nol been accepted insofar as it
explains the nature of the mitzvah of Piryah V'rivyah, the other
two premises upon which it is based are indeed accepted: a) Every
individual has an obligation to do whatever is in his power to
hasten the coming of Moshiach and b) the birth of each new child
into Klal Yisrocl is considered another step towards the coming of
Moshiach.

Having Children
The Talmud stresses the importance of the mitzvah of rejoicing at a Jewish wedding. If one rejoices properly, it is considered as
if he had rebuilt pari of the ruins of the destroyed city of
Jerusalem. But what is the connection between the two?
When a young couple gets married, we assume that they will
soon be having children. Every new child born into the Jewish
people hastens the coming of Moshiach. The halacha tells us that
there is a special mitzvah to celebrate upon the occasion of the
building of the Temple.~2 Even in advance of the actual building,
on the occasion of a significant historical event which will lead up

49. Even Ho'ezer, chap. I.
50. Yevamot (62a).

51. Broch05 (6b).
52. Ramban to Bamidbar, end of P"'r5hll5 Noto. See Or H",miulICh 57J4,
"Reg",rdi,.! Megilllll T",'",,.;I."
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to binyon habayis, it is also proper to celebrate the Q.5chalta
d'geufa'J (beginning of the Redemption).
It is for this reason that every Jewish wedding is considered,
in a sense. an Aschalta D'Geulah, for we know that the young

couple will soon be having children, and will thus hasten the
coming of Moshiach and the rebuilding of the Temple.
Based upon the combination of these ideas, some Poskim 54
have pointed out that even one who has already fulfilled his basic
mitzvah of Piryah V'rivyah should still try to raise a larger family
for the sake of hastening the coming of Moshiach. This, too, is our
responsibility and obligation.

Sirus
Our couple has already been blessed with a number of
children and now decide that they would not like to have any
more. What may they do to prevent having additional children?
The common American practices of "tying the tubes" of a
woman or performing a vasectomy on the man are biblically
forbidden. H A Jew may not surgically sterilize any human. animal,
or even insect.S{, Not only is this prohibited when the actual
operation is performed by a Jewish doctor, but also when a nonJew is engaged to do the act of sterilization. The Talmud states~1
that if a Jewish person brings an animal to a non-Jewish
veterinarian to be sterilized, the Rabbis penalize the violator and
force him to sell his animal to someone else so that he does not
benefit from his sin. Both the Gemara and the Shwlchan Arwch
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.

Comment~ry

of NesilHJs 10 Megill~1 cSlhu (9-19); SIllS [mes, Chanukah 5644;
Or Hllmi:wlch, menlioned in note 52.
Mishneh Hlllllchot (R. Men~she Klein). vol. 5, no. 210.
5h~bbos (11ob).
R~bbeinu Gershom to B~va B~lhr~ (80~).
B~va Metzia (90b).
The Gemna in B~va Metzia tries to determine exactly what prohibitiOn has been
violated in this situation. One opinion suggests that just as Amirllh L'"ochri
(asking a non· Jew to puform a prohibited act for a Jew) was forbidden by the
Rabbis on Shabbos, Yom Tov, and Cholo Shel Mo'ed, it was similarly
proscribed for all Torah prohibitions. According to Ravad. Hikhot Kilayim (1;3)
one would also not be allowed to ask a non-Jew to plant kil.ayim for him in his
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~ule"

that it is forbidden to engage a non-Jew to perform any act
of sterilization.
The Torah verse/>ll forbidding sterilizing animals speaks
specifically about male animals. Although the 5ifro there comments
that this prohibition does not apply to female animals, the Rambam
states61 dearly that the Sifro only excluded the sterilization of
female animals from the punishment of rna/ket (lashes) but thai the
act itself is nevertheless prohibited. According to the Vilna Gaon,6l
this prohibition, applying even to female animals, is biblical in
nature.
When the sterilization is effected through the taking of
medication, orally or by injection, the Rambam and the Shulchan
Aruch distinguish between a male and a female animal. To cause a

59,
60.
61.
62.

field, or according to Tonfot Rosh Hashanah 24b, have a non-Jew make a
sculpture of a human figure.
The other view in Ihe Talmud is that the Rabbinic edict forbidding Amirah
L'nochri is limited to Shabbos, Yom Tov, and Cholo Shel Mo'ed, but Ihe Torah
law forbidding Sirus-<astration of animals-applies even to non-Jews in
accordance with the view of the Tllnnll Rabbi Chiya. Therefore, a Jew asking
the non-Jew to perform the KI of sterilitation for him constitutes a violation of
Lifruli Eveir, inasmuch as the Jew abets the non-Jew in the commission of a sin.
The Rambam has a unique opinion on this maller. He elrplicitly allows
haVing a non-Jew planl Ki/Qyim in one's field. This obViously indicates that
Amirah L'nochri is only forbidden in the areas of Shabbos, Yom Tov, and Chol
Ha-Motd. At the same lime, the Rambam s«ms to assume that asking a nonJew to castrate an animal may possibly constitute a biblical violation. Ae«>roing
10 the Rambam, Ihe Gemara in Bava Metziah drew a comparison between the
two prohibitions of Sirus (castrating animals) and chasirPUlh (the law forbidding
one to muule an animal while it threshes grain). In both instances the Torah
forbids the result brought about (b5uT Chaillt) and not merely the actual act
itself (lssur P'tu/Qh). (~ Btis Efraim, Drach Chaim no. 56, Tshvos ZOfnilS
Pantach, N.Y., no. 131 and 233). Because of thi' distinction, even Gromo
(indirectly bringing about the result) would also be forbidden in these two cases,
It is for this feason that Ihe Talmud raises the poSSibility that even asking a
non-Jew to muule one's animal and thresh with it for him, or to castrate one's
animal, may also be Grllm_Sirus and G,am-Clulsimah which would be biblically
forbidden.
Even Ho'ezer (5:14),
Vayikra (22, 24).
["UTe; Biah, (16, 11).
Even Ho'u.er end of chap, 5. nos. 25 and 28.
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male to become sterile is forbidden even by non-surgical methods,
while such methods are permissible with a female. However, the
permissibility of sterilizing a woman through medication is
explained by the TalmudllJ to apply only in such a case where the
husband will not be prevented thereby from fulfilling his mitzvah
of Piryah V'riuyah. Even in that case, the Acharonim debate the
nature of this permissibility. Most feel M that non-surgical forms of
sterilization are not forbidden for women. Some, however, rule that
there still exists a rabbinic prohibition which may only be lifted if
the woman is known to suffer unusual pain at childbirth.
According to this view, this Herer (lenient ruling) is similar to the
law allowing violation of rabbinic prohibitions nn Shabbos for the
sake of a sick person (Choleh She'ein bo Sakona) even though
there is clearly no danger of life or limb. "In a situation of pain
(tza'ar) the Rabbis did not insist upon the observance of their
prohibitions."65
The Talmud relates/>(> that the wife of Rabbi Chiya suffered
unusual pain during childbirth. She drank a special potion of herbs
to make herself sterile, without the previous consent of her
husband. The Chasam Sofer61 points out that such action would
only be allowed in Talmudic times, when her husband would have
the option of marrying another wife if he desired more children.
The wife's causing herself to be sterile did not interfere with his
ability to fulfill his mitzvah. Today, however, since we no longer
allow polygamy or divorce without the wife's consent, it is
understood that when a couple marries, the wife obligates herself
to assist her husband in fulfilling both his mitzvot of Piryah
V'rivyah and Lo'Erev al larlach yodecha. 66 She may therefore not

6J.
64.
65.
66.
67.

Shabbos (lila).
Set' OtZlI' Huposkim to (nn Ho'ezer in note 77.
Ksubos (60aJ.
Yevamot (65b).
Quoted by Pischei TeshwvlIh to Even Ho'e:r;er (5. 11: and 2J2). Ser also thmei
Nezer, Choshen Mishpot. no. 127. where the same distinction is made.
611. See Lev Avraham (/199) wht're this point of the Chasam sofer is explained at
It'ngth. S;.oe also Almer Nezu, even Ho'ezer. no. 79 where he aS5umes that even
during Talmudic lim~ the same was true.
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cause herself to become sterile or practice any
contraception without the consent of her husband.~9

form

of

Temporary Sirus
Modern. medicine has developed an oral medication to be
taken by the man which causes temporary sterility. Since causing
sterility in the male is forbidden even by "drinking a potion,"
would causing temporary sterility also be included under this
prohibition? Dayan Ehrenberg has written a lengthy responsum,70
concluding with a lenient decision. Rabbi Moshe Feinstein
assumes'1 that causing sterility is only forbidden when the potion
the male drinks affects the reproductive organ directly. But to
cause even permanent stNility by affecting other parts of the body
would not be prohibited.
Other contemporary Poskim question the validity of
both of these lenient decisions.

ChavoJoh
It should be borne in mind that the case specifically mentioned
in the Talmud allowing non-surgical sterilization of a woman was
in a situation where this was medically recommended. Rabbi
Chiya's wife sufferd great pain during childbirth. However, if the
non-surgical sterilization is done for non-medical considerations,
some Poskim n have pointed out that this would constitute a
separate violation of Chavoloh - one is not allowed to mulitate his
own body.7J Even the slight act of self-mutilization involved in
donating blood to the Red Cross is a serious question dealt with by
contemporary Poskim.'·

69. Regarding temporary use of contraceptives by the wife, without the perminion
of her husband, see ChaVllZelet HI/sharon, [yen Ho'ezer pgs. 229-231.
10. O'var Yeho5hwl/, vol. III, Even Ho'ezer, no. 1.
11. Even Ho'ezer vol. III no. 15. See Chuon Ish, Ni5him 12.
12. See Toral Chued, Even Ho'ner, no. 44, section 41.
13. Bava Kamma (91b).
14. See 18'01 Mo,he, Ch05hen Mishpol. no. 103; Pi,eh,i Tuhwwh to Yoreh Dean
chap. 151, section 15.
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Hashchosas Zera And Contraceptives
The Halacha forbids Hozoas Zera L'vatola - Ihe needless
emission of semen. Not only does this prohibition apply when no
cohabitation takes place at all, but even when a man has had
relations with his wife and interrupts the act in middle so that the
emission of the semen will not take place in Ihe vagina.'s
It is generally accepted that both of these forms of Hashchosas
Zera (Ihe wasting of semen) are biblically prohibited,76
notwithstanding a strong minority opinion17 that this law is only
rabbinic in origin. Even in situations of danger to the life of the
woman should she become pregnant, the accepted view among the
Tannaim is to forbid coitus interruptus. 1 '
This does not mean thai Tashmish (intercourse) is allowed
only when there exists a possibility of its leading to pregnancy.
Tosafot' ¥ points oul that even when a woman is pregnant or is too
young or too old to conceive, her husband is permitted to have
normal relations with her. The [grot Moshe'o points out that even
if a woman has had a hysterectomy, her husband may still
continue to live with her. Whenever Tashmish is performed in a
normal fashion, even though it is clear that no pregnancy can

75. Vevamot (.34b). There ;5. however, a difference betw.....n the two ....amples of
"'1"1 nnnltt"". In the case of masturbation, the violation is more severe, and is
considered a form of "njrlf." In the second case of coitus interruptus, however,
the violation is lE.'5s severe. and consists only of wasting the seed. (In the first
case th..re is r..ally a double violation - "a) niuf, and bj Y"1! nnnltt"), The
difference would be in a case where the doctors insist on making sperm tE.'5lS, to
see how to enable the husband to be<:ome fertile, We would only allow the
se<:ond form, for in this type of situation the seed is not being wasted at all; this
tE.'5t will lead to the possibility of having children. The Poskim have very
detailed guidelines regarding thl'Se casl'S. See 1"I'1-'~ 1'~ ,t]l'nlO:: and Ig,ol Mosh..
.1O:"n")I'1"II'[, and others in 0")10:.
76. Ig.ot Moshe, Even Honer.
77. Set' Dluu Hllpolkirn to Even Ho'ner chap. ZJ; To.,,' Chesed no. 4J;
ChlllJQtulet H"shll,on (pg. lJOj quoting fur Mikodesh (to chap. ZJ); Mishneh
HIlL:rchot voL 5, pg. 315.
78. Set' Ig.ot Moshe, Even Ho'eze. Vol. I. pg, 155,
79. Vevamot (l2b) beginning ",h"losh".
80. Even Ho'enT, vol. I, no. 66.
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possibly result, this does not constitute "wasting of the husband's
seed".
The hysterectomy case is a most significant one. We consider
the act one of Tashmish kiderech kol ho'oretz, marital relations
performed in a normal fashion, even though the semen cannot
possibly enter the woman's womb for she has no womb to speak
of. Based on this case, many Poskim have concluded that women
who so choose may insert a cloth (Moeh) in their body before
Tashmish to prevent pregnancy. If the moeh is inserted deeply
enough so that it doesn't interfere with the act of Tashmish,Bl and,
in the words of Maharshal,&! "the bodies derive pleasure one from
the other," this too· is considered Tasnmish kiderech kol ho'oretz,
and would therefore not constitute a violation of Hashchosas Zera.
One could still argue the point and distinguish very simply
between the cases: Only in the situation of the pregnant wife and
the woman 100 young or too old to have children, etc., where the
Tashmish on its own will not lead to pregnancy, is it considered
Tashmish Kiderech Kol Ho'oretz. But when the woman inserts a
moch and the obstruction blocking the semen from er.tering the
cervical canal is an unnatural one, perhaps then relations would
not constitute Tashmish kiderech kol ho'oretz, and would therefore
be forbidden 7
This point of distinction, however, does not seem to be valid.
We know that even if a woman caused herself to become sterile by
drinking a potion of herbs, she may continue to be with her
husband. Clearly then, even an intentional and unnatural induced
inability to become pregnant would not. automatically label the
Tashmish as Hashchosas Zera. fJ
It is based on this line of reasoning that Maharshal,u Rabbi
Shneur Zalman of Lublin,&J and many other great Poskim ruled
that use of a moch during Tashmish to prevent pregnancy is
allowed.

18~ot MOlhe. Even Ho'tzer vol. J. no. p. 163.
82. Yam Shel Shlomo, Ytvamot, chap. 1, section 8.
63. 5ft To,al Chued (ps'. 116<1-117a).

81.
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In the words of the Chazon Ish,u "Use of a Moch during
Tashmish is allowed for all women (even when pregnancy would
pose no danger to their lives) ... This was the decision of our great
teachers who attained divine inspiration, Maharshal of blessed
memory ...
The issue of the use of the moch is based on an interpretation
of the Gemara in Yevamot (12b); in three special cases, when there
exists a possibility that pregnancy may occur and cause danger to
the life of the mother, Rabbi Meir allows the woman to use a
Moch. The contemporaries of Rabbi Meir disagree and argue that
"heaven will have mercy" and that "G·d will protect the foolish
people who do not look after themselves.""
According to Rashi, the Rabbis (whose opinion was accepted
in their argument with Rabbi Meir) forbid the use of a moch, even
though the woman's life is in danger. Other Rishonim ask how this
can possibly be the view of the Rabbis? Do we not know that even
in a doubtful case of danger to human life (safek sakanaf nefashot)
we are allowed to violate almost all Torah laws?
Rashi obviously holds that use of a Moch during Tashmish is
forbidden under normal circumstances. In these three situations the
Rabbis disagree with Rabbi Meir, disregarding the possible danger
to life. Since the threat to life is not even considered a SO/50
possibility,66 and the general attitude of people is not to worry
about the danger involved in these special situations,61 therefore
the Rabbis did not consider these cases as constituting sofek
sakana to permit the violation of any prohibitions.
Were the danger more obvious (SO/50 or a greater probability)
or were it the general reaction of people to be concerned even
about a minimal threat to life, then even the Rabbis would agree
84. Ev~n Ho'ezer, chap. 37.
85, T~hillim 116, 6.
86. See Ahie.ur vol. I, no. 23; umllch udek quoted th<!r~; TorAt Chued, no. 44;
Avnei Neur, Even Ho'~zer, vol, I, no. 81. It is surprising that Rabbi Moshe
Feinst~in (/grot Moshe Even Ho'ner, yol. I, no. 64) rejects this widely-accepted
opinion. See also nelCt note.
87. Mish"eh HAlDchot, yo1. S, pg. 314. See 6150 Pe'er HAdar (biography of Chawn
Ish) vol. 3, pg. 184, that this was also the view of the Chof~tz Chaim and the
Cha:wn Ish.
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with Rabbi Meir in permitting the use of a mach during Tashmish.
Most other Rishonim&& disagree with Rashi's understanding of
Rabbi Meir. They feel that Rabbi Meir not only allows the use of a
moch, but requires it. Since Rabbi Meir considers this a situation
of solek sakana, he rules that one is not allowed to be stringent. If
the doctors assess someone's condition as dangerous and think that
he must eat on Yom Kippur, that person is not allowed to faSI.&9
It is a bit unclear exactly how much of Rashi's interpretation
of the Gemara is rejected by the other Rishonim. The Maharshal
(and his group of Poskim) understand that the other Rishonim
hold that use of a mach during Tashmish is always allowed, and in
this case of the far-fetched solek sakanah, Rabbi Meir and the
Chachomim only disagree as to whether the mach is obligatory.
Rabbi Chaim Ozer Grodzensky90 (and his group of Poskim)
understand that the other Rishonim also agree with Rashi that use
of a moch during Tashmish would normally be forbidden, for since
it does partially interfere with the Tashmish, this would not be
considered kiderech kof ho'oretz and would therefore constitute
hashchosas zera. Only in the situation where the wife's life is in
danger did the other Rishonim mean to say that there is no
violation of hashchosas zera. In this situation, it is most natural for
the husband to do something to protect his wife from any possible
danger resulting from the Tashmish, and therefore use of the moch
is considered kiderech kol ho'oretz.
Even the Chazon Ish, who assumed the Maharshal's view to
be more correct, in practical application only allowed use of the
mach during Tashmish in the case of sakana. 91 "And even if we
88. Quoted by Shiltll Mekubetut to Ksubos (J9a).
89. Be'~r Hti/ev to Orach Chaim chap. 618, section 3; Torll/ ChtJed pg. 112c. Se<e,
however, Avnei Neur, Choshen Mishpat, no. 193, who questions this premise.
90. Ahieur vol. L no. 23: vol. III, 110. 24, S.
91. According to the PiJchlli TJhuV4, {Even H~ur 23:2) two great Poskim, Rabbi
Akiva Eiger and the Chasam Sofer, forbid the use of any mach during tllshmish
even when the woman's life would be endangered in the event of a pregnancy.
The overwhelming majority of the later POJkim have not accepted this view, and
have attempted to explain away the two responsa as being misundeT5l00d by the
Pischlli Tshuva,
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should choose to be more strict regarding all healthy women, and
forbid the use of a mach during Tashmish just as we forbid its use
after Tashmish, still in a situation of hazard we should allow the
use of the moch only during Tashmish and not after." And thus he
concluded his Psak: (ruling)" According to the Din it would appear
that in an instance of hazard to the woman's life, we may allow the
use of a mach during Tashmish. u
The use dealt with by Rabbi Akiva Eiger in his responsum did not really
concern a W{)man whOS(' life was in danger, but rather one who W{)uld suffer
extreme pain during childbirth. Rabbi Akiva Eiger apparE'ntly felt Ihat wilh
respect to our issue, this W{)ma" should be treated the ume as any other normal
healthy woman and, therefore, not be permitted to use a mach. But in the event
that therE' W{)uld be a realthrut to a woman's life if a pregnancy wt're 10 rellult,
even Rabbi Akiva Eiger W{)uld allow use of Ihe mach during tashmish. (Igrot
Moshe, Even Hotter, Vol. L no. 64.)
The Chasam Sofer, in his ri'5ponsum, dealt with a case where the husband
had 1'101 yet fulfilled his mittva of piryah v'rivyAh, and Ihe doctors forbade Ihis
woman from every hiving norm,,1 relations (non-contraceptive). If one were to
follow the logic of R. Chaim Oter, that only in an instance of sakal1a is the
lashmish wilh a mach still comidered kederech kol ho-ore/t, then in this case,
where Ihe husband has no children and his wife is medically unable ever to bear
him any children, since the hilacha W{)uld require the husband 10 divorce his
wife and many another woman who W{)uld be able to bear children, we no
longer have the right to declare Ihis as Y'I<1'l ~:I 1":1 'U'~III". See p.230
'1)1 lJl( ?~n rnlll;l n'Y:I;l. BUI in a use where the husband does have some
children, and the halacha would not require him to divorce his wife (even if he
had not yet fulfilled pirya v'rivya (See 'l:ll( ''':1 ?'O ,)? '1)1:-1 lJl< :-I:lnm 'nn!l
I< '0 )/":-11< '1)) or in a slluilion when' the doctor temporarily forbid her from
becoming pregnanl. then even the Chasam Sofer W{)uld probably have allowed
U~ of Ihe moch during lashmish.
S~ however TnlU:-I
volume 3 p. 101 that Rabbi Babba.d himself
feared to issue a psak against the simple reading of the decision of the Chasam
Sofer, although he was really convinced Ihal the Chasam SoTer would have
agreed to allow use of the moch in his special Cilse.
92. Ribbeinu Tam disagrl't'S with Rashi's interprelation of the gemara, He
understood that the mach spoken of was to be used aftu tashmish, 10 wipe
away all the semen and thereby prevent pregnancy. Since according 10 Rabbeinu
Tam all W{)men may do this (even if pregnancy would not pose a danger to their
lives), and this type of moch is sufficient to prevent pregnancy, Rabbi Meir
W{)u!d never allow the W{)rnan whose life is in dinger to use a moch during
tashmish, as this would be a violalion of hashchosas Ura. We only illow
viobtion of Torah laws in a situation of •.,hnas ntfashos, if the goal of saving
the life com not be accomplished in a permissible hshion. (See Ahieur Vol. 1,
no. 23.)
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Nowadays, instead of a moch, a diaphragm is used. The
diaphragm is placed in front of the cervical opening and prevents
the sperm from entering. Since the diaphragm interferes virtually
not at all with Tashmish, it might follow that its use should be
allowed even according to Rabbi Chaim Ozer and his group of
Poskim. This case should certainly be considered Tashmish
kiderech kol horetz. Such indeed was the view of Maharsham. 91
It should be noted, however, that use of a diaphragm may
cause a new problem in Hilchot Niddah: The inexperienced woman
may scratch her body either with her fingernails or with the plastic
disc, and may later be unable to ascertain whether the blood before
her is dam mQkoh, from a cut, or dam niddan. In such instances, a
competent Rabbi must be consulted.'·
Even Maharsham however, practically speaking, nalacna
l'maasen, only allowed use of the diaphragm in a situation where
the woman's life would be placed in danger in the event of
pregnancy.
What about use of a condom? Is this considered a normal act
of Tasnmish since "both bodies derive pleasure one from the
other,"n or, since the semen does not even enter the vaginal area at

Th@ majority of the Risho"im disagrtt with Rabbtinu Tam, and interpr@t
th@ gemara as Ruhi, that th@ moch spok@n of is ustd duri"8 tashmish. E:uctly
what asptet of Rabbeinu Tam's p'shlll do they rejtet?
Most Poskim assume that the other Rishlmim felt that th@ mtdical facts
w@re not COTTtet. Th@ use of th@ moch aft@r Illshmish would not suffice to
prOltet th@ woman's life. The U5t of the moch duri"g tllShmish would be much
safer. But tven a(Cording to the other Risho"im, us@ of a moch ifler IlIShmilh
would be allowed by all wom@n, @v@n where pr@gnancy would pos@ no danger
to her life. (To.1IS Chu@d, no. 42; Av"e; Nuer, Eve" Hoeze. no. 79 and &1).
Th@ Chuon Ish disagr@es and is of the opinion that, although Rabbeinu
Tam felt use of a moch during t,,,hmish was forbidden ev@n in the situition
whue pregnincy would pose a dangtr to lht woman's lif@, and use of a mach
after IlIShmish is IdW<:l.Ys allowed, th@ oth@r Rilhonim held just the opposite thil u~ of • mach "fler 14Shmi$h is always forbidden, @ven in the situation of
dang@r to life. This controversy has practical r@levance today regirding u~ of •
douche after coitus.
.
93. Rl!'Sponsa vol. I no. 5&
94. See "Hlllochos of Nidhh," Shimon Eider, pg. 122, quoting Rabbi Moshe
hinst@in.
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all, this certainly is not Tashmish kidQrko and therefore a violation
of hQshchoSQS zera? Rabbi Chaim Ozer is quoted U as having
assumed that even this case is considered kiderech kol ho'oretz. But
the overwhelming majority of Poskim 9 1> following him have not
accepted his view. According to the majority opinion, even if the
woman's life would be endangered in the event of pregnancy, we
would not allow the husband to use a condom.
In reality, even the lenient view of Rabbi Chaim Ozer has
probably been quoted out of context. In his responsum,97 he deals
with a special case where the woman's life would be in danger if
she were to become pregnant again. According to his opinion (as
explained above), use of a diaphragm during Tashmish in such
circumstances is considered kiderech kot ho'oretz. To this Rav
Chaim Ozer adds that even use of a condom under such
circumstances would also be considered kiderech kol ho'oretz.
However, if the woman is perfectly healthy, Rabbi Chaim Ozer
would most probably agree that a condom would not be allowed.
If, according to Rav Chaim Ozer, use of a diaphragm is not
kiderech kol he'eretz (if the wife is healthy), even though the
sperm enters the vagina since it is artifically blocked from passing
through the cervical canal, certainly he would agree that use of a
condom, which artifically prevents the sperm from even entering
the vagina, would not be considered kiderech kol ho'oretz.
According to Rabbi Menachem Manesh Babbad of Tarnapoln
and Rabbi Meir Arik n and many other Poskim, spermicidal jellies
or foam sprays do not constitute a violation of hashchoSQS zerQ.
The a.:t of Tashmish is completely normal kiderech kol ho'oretz. 1OO
According to Igret Moshe,IOI the same is true of the use of the Pill.

95. Igrot MO$h~, Ev~n Ho'uu, vol. I, ~nd of rrspons~m 63.
96. See Dovlr Mti$harim (by Chebiner Rov), vol. I, end of no. 20. Even
Maharsham, who was known to ~ mosllenienl in his decisions, did nol acc~pl
Ihis point of view. S~~ also [g,ot Mo,ht in noll' 95.
97. Ahiuer vol. Ill, no. 24,S.
98. Chavilulet HIlShllron, p, 231.
99. Vol. I, no. 131. See also [grot Mosht Even Ho'eur, vol. I, no. 62.
100. The opposing minority opinion is rKorded in Milhneh Hillachot, vol. 5, pg5.
287, and 316-317.
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There is no problem of hashchosas ura since the Tashmish is not
affected in the least.
Use of the Pill, however, poses two additional halachic
problems: 101 1) staining will often result from the change of
hormone levels in the woman's body. This will cause the woman to
become a Niddah. Although the bleeding does not relate to a
normal menstrual cycle, the halacha still considers this to be a
regular din of Niddah, and 2) use of the pill has been ascertained
to be dangerous. It should therefore be forbidden on the basis of
V'nishmartem me'od "nafshoseichem, the biblical command
enjoining us to protect our health. lol
As medical science improves the Pill, the above hazards may
disappear or diminish; thus in the future, these considerations may
become minor in arriving at a halachic determination of the
permissibility of this form of contraception. I03

The author wishes to thank Moshe Rosenberg. for his
assistmlce in the preparation of this essay.
101. Even Ho'ezer vol. I, no. 65.
102. Devorim (4,15). S~ Brochos (JZb).
10J. "Update on Oral Contraceptives", by E. Connell M.D., in Cur"nt Probums in
ObstttriCl and Gynrco/agy Vol. II no, 8, April 1979. p. 28.
"The oral contranptive is the moSI effective method of birth control ever
developed. It does not satisfy all thr criteria of the "ideal contraceptive" but it
comes closer to it than any other teChnique in the history of mankind. Its use
is accompanied by the development of • number of side rffects, both major
and minor. The precise incidence of each of these is still a matter of debate, but
it appears that earlier estimates may perhaps have been too high. In addition,
as more and more woman move to the lower-dose preparations, even these new
estimates may again prove to be too high. Continurd study has also pointed
oul many ancillary beneficial side effects of the pill:'

